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Labor Board’s
Peter Robb Fired
By Gabrielle (Gay) Semel - Labor Notes

O

n his first day in office, newly
inaugurated President Biden sent
a letter asking General Counsel Peter Robb of the National Labor
Relations Board for his resignation—and
advising him that if he did not resign, he
would be fired.
Robb refused to resign; he was discharged the same day. No other GC has
been fired in the history of the agency.
One was asked to resign, many decades
ago.
Many in the labor movement had
pushed for Robb’s removal; they
cheered. Employers, not so much. But
who is Robb and why does it matter?
The NLRB is the federal agency that
administers the National Labor Relations Act. When most workers interact
see “NLRB Changes” on page 8

UNITED WE STOOD

REMEMBERING THE STRIKE OF 2006
By Vinny Caizzi - Co-Editor

T

his year is an important anniversary for our union and it is something that must be recognized.
It is an important piece of our history
as a labor union and was a great show
of strength, unity and solidarity by
our brothers and sisters. It is a history
that all of our members should know,
especially the ones who were not yet
part of our union at the time, and I am
included in that group. On February
19th, 2006 our union voted to reject the
contract offer by United Technologies,
the vote that came down to 2,045 members voting to reject and 1,072 voting
to accept. On that day at the Oakdale
Theatre in Wallingford, Connecticut our
union voted to strike one of the largest
corporations in the United States. For
the second time in over 40 years, the
Teamsters would strike Sikorsky Aircraft.

At a time when corporations started
forcing workers to contribute more to
their health coverage, United Technologies was no different. The strike wasn’t
completely over healthcare though,
because we offered to forego 36 cents
per hour in wage increases in lieu of the
company still paying the full amount
for our health coverage. The company
was adamant about having all of their
divisions have the exact same coverage
so the company refused to budge even
when the reduced raises came across
the bargaining table. The company’s
refusal to bargain is what triggered the
strike, it was an unfair labor practice.
What the company’s refusal did was
violate the National Labor Relations Act
of 1935. Up until 2006 we would just
bargain with the Sikorsky Aircraft division for our contract but this contract
was different. This time out United Techsee “Remembering...” on page 7
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LABOR NOTES
Local 1150’s Strike History
is Still Very Relevant Today

Perspectives of
Secretary-Treasurer
Rocco Calo

F

ifteen years ago, I made the most
difficult and consequential decision of my career as a union leader. It was then, in February of 2006,
that I stood in front of the members of
Local 1150 and asked them to follow
me and strike against Sikorsky Aircraft.
I remember this as an unnerving
time, a time that would prove to be
life-changing for many of us. The
strike of 2006 was just the second job
action in our history and was a turning
point for our union that marked the
moment that Teamsters Local 1150
and its membership was truly recognized by our employer. A necessary
change, this new-found respect was
won through six hard fought weeks
of uncertainty on the picket lines in
Connecticut and Florida, demanding
fair treatment from an employer who
thought that their corporate power
meant they didn’t have to respect
working men and women.
United Technologies got too involved in the 2006 negotiations. They
tried to bully a union that, other than
the six-week strike in 2002 at the
Alabama plant, had managed labor
peace with Sikorsky Aircraft for 45
years. After forcing us into a strike by
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thumbing their noses at honest and fair
negotiations, UTC executives taunted
us in the media by making provocative and inflammatory statements and
expressing their indifference toward
our issues. We had a relationship with
Sikorsky Aircraft that had worked in
the best interest of both the workers
and the company for decades, but
United Technologies made a conscious
decision to trample on that and flex
its corporate muscle in an attempt to
show us who was the boss.
A good union knows that striking is
a last resort. It should be respected
and used carefully because it causes
pain on both sides. Striking is meant
to inflict pain upon an employer who
is acting unfairly in the bargaining process and compel it to change course.
However, you cannot get into a fight
without getting punched in the mouth
yourself, so we strike only when necessary.
The victory that we won in 2006
was not apparent at the time. United Technologies, for the first time in
their history, did change its last best
and final offer, but we did not get the
healthcare package that was at the
core of the strike. We struggled for the
next few years to repair a relationship
that was broken by a corporate parent

that retreated back to its headquarters and
did not have to deal with the damage that it
inflicted. As a leader, I did my best to convince a wounded membership that the fight
was not in vain. It wasn’t until three years
later that we realized the fruits of our labor.
In the midst of the Great Recession, when
unions across the country were accepting
wage freezes and offering concessions in
exchange for continued employment, we
negotiated the richest contract in our history, securing 18.5% wage increases over
the 5-year agreement while increasing life
insurance benefits, retirement benefits and
401K contributions on top of a $5,000 ratification bonus. The impact of the 2009 Collective
Bargaining Agreement cannot be overstated.
This was how negotiations were supposed to
work… it just took a six-week fight to get us
there.
I’m certain that company officials will
hear about this article or may even have the
opportunity to read it. I’m also certain that
they will misunderstand the pride that I feel
when I speak about the 2006 strike. Let me
be clear, I wish that it never needed to happen… but it did. We stood proudly, more than
3,000 strong, for six weeks to fight for what
we KNEW was fair. I am fiercely proud of the
unity and strength that Local 1150 members
exhibited in the name of justice and I’m confident that it is the reason that we are a strong
union today.
I have always been of the mindset that
the union would rather be a partner with
the employer than an adversary. We want
to do what we can, within reason, to ensure
the prosperity of Sikorsky Aircraft, because
without their prosperity, we have none. Local
1150, at least under my leadership, has a his-
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tory of using its influence to bring work
to Sikorsky Aircraft so that both the
company and the workers will thrive,
and we will continue to do that. But this
is a two-way street that requires both
parties to be invested in one another’s
success.
Fifteen years is a long time, and with
the passing of those years has come
the fading of memories and changes in
both union membership and company
leadership. For our part, for those of us
who lived the strike of 2006, we must
remember why we fought and pass that
on to those who didn’t experience it. I
cannot stress enough the importance
of a union’s willingness to stand up for
what is right and to take action to affect
change.
As for the company, I am honestly
unsettled by some of the things that
I see from them. There are few left in
leadership positions who lived through
the strike and that vanity and swagger
is once again rearing its head. United
Technologies is gone… replaced by a different parent corporation. I am hopeful
that Lockheed Martin doesn’t mistake
our willingness to help bring work in
and to work collaboratively as a sign
of weakness on our part. Lockheed is
accustomed to getting its own way and
not used to fostering partnerships with
the unions that represent their workers. It is my job to show them the value
of such a partnership and make them
understand that treating workers with
dignity and respect is not just the right
thing to do but can be a good business
decision as well.
Whether you have real memories
of 2006 or just anecdotes, take note
that such a fight is never desired, but
is sometimes required. As we quickly
approach February 2023 and the expiration of our current collective bargaining agreement, we must do the things
necessary to prepare ourselves and our
families for a fight that we hope never
happens. We prepare by keeping control
of our finances and avoiding unnecessary large purchases, save in preparation for being out of work for weeks and
make sure that our employer knows
that we want labor peace, but are prepared if they won’t treat us fairly.

In Six-Day Strike, Bronx Produce Workers
Doubled Their Raise and Inspired NY
By Bianca Cunningham - Labor Notes
www.labornotes.org

D

rivers and warehouse workers
who feed New York City have won
their strike. After six days off the
job, the strikers at Hunts Point Produce
Market in the Bronx ratified a contract
that doubled management’s wage offer
and defeated a health care cost increase.
The 1,400 workers at the world’s
largest wholesale produce market,
members of Teamsters Local 202, are responsible for packing and delivering 60
percent of the fruits and vegetables that
go to restaurants and grocery stores in
New York City.
The unit is comprised of 14 different
companies that bargain a contract together. Before the strike, the employers
were offering a raise of just 32 cents an
hour and wanted to pass on to workers
an increase in health care costs.
The strikers demanded a $1-an-hour
raise and no increased cost for health
care. They pointed out that they have
been working throughout the pandemic,
putting their lives at risk. Ten workers
have died of Covid since the pandemic
began.
“The companies stopped providing
PPE [personal protective equipment]
months ago, back in September,” said
Frankie, a Local 202 member I met on
the picket line, who has been with his

“They can’t take those losses for too
long,” one striker said. “They think
anyone can do this job, but we know
that they need us.”

company for 28 years.
“They don’t even require workers to
wear masks at work,” he said. “They
also took the handwashing stations out
back in September. It’s like they decided
that Covid was over.
“Meanwhile the companies received
$15 million in PPP [Paycheck Protection
Program] loans each! I’m striking to
show my daughters that just because
we are poor does not mean we don’t
stand up for what we deserve.”
The workers called the strike on a
Sunday night, January 17, after negotiations broke down. They started to
picket both entrances to the Hunts Point
Market.
The next evening, police showed up in
riot gear and announced that any workers continuing to picket in the entrances
would be arrested. The workers kept
their picket lines moving until a group of
around 50 police officers rushed them
and arrested five people.
“It is outrageous that after being
called essential heroes for months,
several of our members were arrested
while peacefully protesting for a raise
today,” said Local 202 President Danny
Kane in a statement. “These are the essential workers who went to work every
day through the worst of the pandemic
to feed New York. All they are asking for
is a dollar-an-hour raise so they can feed
see “Hunts Point” on page 4
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Hunts Point
continued from page 3

Alabama Amazon
Workers Looking to
Change History
By Jason Shoemaker - Co-Editor

H

ow many times have you
heard a proud union member proclaim, “I would never
shop at Walmart”? But in today’s
world of two-day shipping with
instant gratification just a click
away, we are all guilty of supporting
an arguably worse monster, Amazon. Avoiding Walmart has become
a normal routine for many of us,
which is often as simple as choosing
another physical store. Amazon has
made avoidance a much more difficult proposition by craftily changing the way we shop and rapidly
expanding its dominance into new
industries.
The pandemic quickly changed
the trajectory of many companies.
While some businesses struggled
to stay afloat praying for loans,
Amazon was positioned for great
success as people hunkered down
at home. Sales at the company
surged by over 38% from a year
earlier and profits nearly doubled
for the same period. In order to
keep up with demand, Amazon
added 500,000 employees to its
payroll during 2020, making it the
second largest private employer in
the United States, falling short of
only Walmart. This performance
led the stock price to skyrocket by
70%. Amazon founder Jeff Bezos
see “Amazon Drive...” on page 10
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their families too. The fact that they were
arrested on Martin Luther King Day reminds us what side of history we are on.”
Videos of the police attacking the
striking workers soon went viral, and the
community responded with an outpouring
of solidarity. Major support came from
the NYC Democratic Socialists of America,
which set up a table to keep the strikers
fed and warm, and collected donations
totaling more than $31,000 that went to
things like firewood, hand warmers, and
hot food.
The workers continued to picket behind
the barricades that the police had set up
on both sides of the entrance. They resorted to shouting down scabs and co-workers
who were crossing the picket line. The
police attempted to stop the strikers from
trying to talk people out of crossing the
line, in some cases physically escorting
them back to the barricades.
The police continued to be a presence
and were accused of targeting the night
shift, where most workers were Black
and Brown and the white leadership was
visibly absent. Some workers were eager
to continue to picket in the entrance, while
some of the union leadership urged them
to be patient and let leaders handle the
situation.
The workers received a number of visits
from local politicians, including Congresswoman Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, who
does not represent the district but lives
nearby. Teamster leaders and rank and file
were overwhelmed by the support; many
visited the table to thank the supporters,
and said things like, “We wouldn’t be
able to still be out here if it wasn’t for you
guys.”
The picket line ran 24/7; people took
the same shifts they normally would work.
Many of the workers mentioned that this
was their first time striking—but that they
felt it had been a long time coming.
“Every contract we talk about striking,
but we never do,” said Jason, a packer
who has been with his company for seven
years. “This time was different. In 2021,
in the middle of a pandemic and they’re
saying we are essential and all of that, so
why not pay us the dollar?”

By Wednesday, union leaders announced that they were back at the negotiating table, and workers were anticipating a deal soon. “Yesterday, a whole train
full of produce from Ohio turned around
and refused to cross the line,” a driver
named Jose told me that day. He has been
with his company for 35 years.
“The guys that they are trying to bring
in to do our jobs don’t know kale from
spinach,” he said. “The food will go bad
waiting for someone to unpack, and they
can’t take those losses for too long. They
think anyone can do this job, but we know
that they need us.”
Spirits were high on the picket line, and
on Friday, after another visit from Congresswoman Ocasio-Cortez, leaders announced they had a tentative agreement.
Terms were to be announced the next
morning on the picket line; supporters
were invited to a victory brunch.
On Saturday morning, crowds gathered
at the picket line; leaders led groups of
workers a few at a time into the market to
discuss the terms and vote on the contract. Supporters stood by waiting anxiously.
Soon the news was shared and celebrated by all: the deal had been ratified by 97
percent of the members voting.
The new contract includes an immediate
raise of 70 cents an hour, followed by a
50-cent raise in 2022. Warehouse workers
who currently make $18.57 an hour, as
well as all drivers, will see a 65-cents-anhour raise in 2023. Warehouse workers
currently earning $20.70 will receive a
$1,300 bonus in 2023 instead of the 65
cents. The strike also stopped the company from increasing what workers pay for
family health care benefits.
“It’s not the dollar we wanted, but it’s
a win,” Jose said, “and next time we will
fight even harder. I’m glad we did this,
because before we felt like nobody cared
about us, nobody knew us.
“Now we know that New York City
supports Black and immigrant workers,
some of us formerly incarcerated, many of
us just trying to feed our kids and make a
better life for them.
“Hopefully other workers will get inspired to fight for what they deserve, by
seeing us do it.”
This article first appeared at Labor Notes on
January 26, 2021.
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Employee
Assistance
Program
help is just a call or click away

5 Self-Care Practices for Your Life

A

ll the stress relief activities in the
world won’t help if you aren’t
taking care of yourself. Meditation won’t do you any good if you aren’t
getting adequate sleep. In fact, when
you try to meditate, you might doze off
because you aren’t taking care of your
body’s need for sleep.
Similarly, hitting the gym once in a
while won’t relieve much stress if you’re
only fueling your body with high-processed junk food. You need to take care
of your basic needs first if you want your
stress relief activities to be effective.
Self-care has been defined as, “a
multidimensional, multifaceted process
of purposeful engagement in strategies
that promote healthy functioning and
enhance well-being.” Self-care is vital for
building resilience toward those stressors in life that you can’t eliminate. When
you’ve taken steps to care for your mind
and body, you’ll be better equipped to
live your best life.
Unfortunately, however, many people view self-care as a luxury, rather
than a priority. Consequently, they’re
left feeling overwhelmed, tired, and
ill-equipped to handle life’s inevitable
challenges.
It’s important to assess how you’re
caring for yourself in several different
domains so you can ensure you’re caring
for your mind, body, and spirit.

Physical Self-Care:
You need to take care of your body
if you want it to run efficiently. Keep in
mind that there’s a strong connection
between your body and your mind.
When your caring for your body, you’ll
think and feel better too.
Physical self-care includes how you’re

fueling your body, how much sleep
you’re getting, how much physical activity you are doing, and how well you’re
caring for your physical needs. Attending
appointments, taking medication as prescribed, and managing your health are all
part of good physical self-care.
When it comes to physical self-care,
ask yourself the following questions to
assess whether there might be some
areas you need to improve:
• Are you getting adequate sleep?
• Is your diet fueling your body well?
• Are you taking charge of your health?
• Are you getting enough exercise?

Social Self-Care:
Socialization is key to self-care. But,
often, it’s hard to make time for friends
and it’s easy to neglect your relationships
when life gets busy.
Close connections are important to
your well-being. The best way to cultivate and maintain close relationships is
to put time and energy into building your
relationships with others.
There isn’t a certain number of hours
you should devote to your friends or
work on your relationships. Everyone has
slightly different social needs. The key is
to figure out what your social needs are
and to build enough time in your schedule to create an optimal social life.
To assess your social self-care, consider:
• Are you getting enough face-to-face
time with your friends?
• What are you doing to nurture your
relationships with friends and family?

Mental Self-Care:
The way you think and the things that
you’re filling your mind with greatly influence your psychological well-being.

Mental self-care includes doing things
that keep your mind sharp, like puzzles,
or learning about a subject that fascinates you. You might find reading books
or watching movies that inspire you fuels
your mind.
Mental self-care also involves doing things that help you stay mentally
healthy. Practicing self-compassion and
acceptance, for example, helps you maintain a healthier inner dialogue.
Here are a few questions to consider
when you think about your mental selfcare:
• Are you making enough time for activities that mentally stimulate you?
• Are you doing proactive things to help
you stay mentally healthy?

Spiritual Self-Care:
Research shows that a lifestyle including religion or spirituality is generally a
healthier lifestyle.
Nurturing your spirit, however, doesn’t
have to involve religion. It can involve
anything that helps you develop a deeper sense of meaning, understanding, or
connection with the universe.
Whether you enjoy meditation, attending a religious service, or praying, spiritual self-care is important.
As you consider your spiritual life, ask
yourself:
• What questions do you ask yourself
about your life and experience?
• Are you engaging in spiritual practices
that you find fulfilling?

Emotional Self-Care:
It’s important to have healthy coping
skills to deal with uncomfortable emotions, like anger, anxiety, and sadness.
Emotional self-care may include activities
that help you acknowledge and express
your feelings on a regular basis.
Whether you talk to a partner or close
friend about how you feel, or you set
aside time for leisure activities that help
you process your emotions, it’s important to incorporate emotional self-care
into your life.
When assessing your emotional selfcare strategies, consider these questions:
see “Self-Care” on page 8
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Ve t e r a n s
Assistance
Veterans Service Officer
Jeff Cascarelli

Suicide, A Different Kind of Plague
By Nate Eckman - The War Horse

L

ast week, Kevin killed himself the
same way that Billy did nearly two
years ago: with a bullet in his head
without a trace to why.
At the surface, both deaths are inexplicable. I imagine suicides always are,
no matter the demographic. Though
the fact both men were veterans seems
to assuage most concerns. As if that’s
just what veterans do, like the infamous
20-suicides-a-day—however accurate—
isn’t a statistic of despair but a quota.
And, according to the laws of nature, the
veterans will meet this quota without
enforcement. Because we’re disciplined
and self-governing and we can meet and
exceed any regimented expectation, except face the totality of life after service.
The “why” haunts me, because the
inexplicability of their suicides makes me
believe it wasn’t actually them in control.
It wasn’t the thoughtful and introspective Billy, who though burdened by his
ailing body had an unbreakable spirit; it
wasn’t actually Kevin, who literally minutes before the act Facetimed a friend to
share a laugh—like he did with anyone
he knew. So, I believe that the “why” is
a plague, as if not even they woke up
those days knowing that it was their last
days of life.
I wonder who the plague will strike
next. The rest of my unit does too.
During our calls to check in and share
details about wakes and funerals, we
speculate. Jerry’s cocaine addiction
makes him an obvious candidate. Mack
is apparently homeless, living under
whatever roof that he and his affiliates
find abandoned. We figure that Mack
will soon die, not from a bullet he puts
in his head but from whatever kind of
senseless violence erupts in a crack
house, or on a run to supply the home,
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or maybe even at the home, when the
cocktail of narcotics finally overloads his
heart and it fails. I worry about Jared. On
occasion he’ll post an image of himself
on Instagram, and I see that his smile
is withering. Jared is where most of us
exist: in a dull kind of pain indicative of
seemingly less severe illnesses. We’re
drinking too heavily and talking too little.
We’re hermits. Disgruntled and melancholic. It’s just a phase, we say. We’ll get
over it, we promise. But it has been years
since we all left service.
What are the early signs of the plague,
I wonder, and is there an antidote?
We believe that cure is time. Time to
adjust to the new realities of life. Time to
get our lives in order. It’s just a matter of
time, we tell ourselves. But it also seems
that awareness of time amplifies the
plague’s side effects. Time is the great
tormentor. The variable that makes us
believe that our situation is inescapable.
I don’t believe that time is the antidote.
It is the great accelerator. To an ill mind,
time is perpetual; a never-ending barrage of torments. I wish time was something we could travel through, that it
wasn’t something to endure but a thing
that we could traverse.
The first place I’d take us is back to
that day late in 2011 when we all raised
our right hands, at the Military Entrance
Processing commands nearest our
hometowns. That day we were most full
of hope, when we stood in Cleveland,
and Dallas, and Louisville, and cities all
over this country, delivering a promise
to defend our nation from all enemies
foreign and domestic, and when we
promised ourselves a life worth remembering. Our only concern with time then
was how many days until boot camp. We
thought that number was counting down
to the beginning of our lives.
The plague makes me question reality.

We’re supposed to have a brotherhood; all those years rucking and camping and on-patrol in those 13 countries
the Corps took us to, vowing to be by
each other’s side no matter what. But
twice in two years men have taken their
lives without a trail as to why. In both
times, both men spoke with others from
the unit the days and hours before their
final shots. In both cases, both men
warned none of us about their pending
suicides. The brotherhood is supposed to
isolate us from the taunts of depression,
and self-mutilation, and harm. I thought
that good families produce that kind of
barrier to life’s hardships. Is ours perpetuating the hardships? Is our acclaimed
“brotherhood” even real?
Is sanity just an illusion?
I think about that gun in my closet
sometimes, and wonder if that’ll be the
last thing I touch. I wonder because I
believe in the plague, and that despite
all the warmth and love surrounding
veterans and awareness of suicide, no
one seems to be able to answer “why?”
Twice now, I’ve learned that there are no
prerequisites for killing yourself besides
1) you have a pistol and 2) you’re an
unexpected candidate.
Maybe we just never knew those
men, and the guys we loved or liked or
despised. The men we learned about
under the stars, navigating terrain at
night, and later in the hooch, under the
red light of our glow sticks, were just
illusions. Pop-up displays of the men the
Corps told them to be and what insensitive men forced them to become. And,
once they were out of the Corps, those
pop-up men were too high-maintenance
to maintain, too difficult to sustain, but
they were so embarrassed with their
true self that they’d rather suppress its
existence than give it its day. But they
tired. And the burden was too great. So
when their true selves rose they did so in
a fury, hating the body that suppressed
them for so long that they destroyed it—
in a last-ditch effort of liberation.
At this point, I’ll believe any story.
Any explanation. Because the “why,” I’m
convinced, is a plague, which convinces
me that I won’t be one of them. As long
as I avoid its grip.
This article appeared at thewarhorse.org in May
2019 and appears here with their permission.
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Remembering The Strike of 2006
continued from page 1
nologies decided to take a larger role
in negotiations and throw their weight
around. A threat was made by the Chief
Operating Officer of UTC, George David,
that he didn’t care if we were out for
6 days, 6 weeks or 6 months, we were
not going to get what we wanted. This
strike was about fairness, we asked for
something that was very fair and the
company shot it down without a second thought. This strike was also about
respect for our union and respect for us
as individual workers.
I spoke to quite a few union brothers
and sisters on the shop floor to get their
perspective on the strike, and some of
their experiences from the picket line. I
was always met with a sense of pride in
the unity of our union and the strength
of our members for standing up in the
way that we did. Trent Allen, a leadman
in Aerostructures, told me that the
strike was about “Small people making
a statement to the big shots that what
they were doing was unjust”. He told
me that he picketed every day in the
cold, carrying a sign and that was part
of the union thing to do. Dave O’Donnell, a tow motor driver in the shuttle,
remembered his experience on the
picket line fondly, and he added that he
was a strike captain on the line. He told
me a story about how our brothers and
sisters on the picket line stopped a truck
from going into gate two of the Stratford
plant on a Saturday morning and had
the traffic backed up all the way down

River Road. He also filled me in on one
of the chants from the line, “We are the
Teamsters, mighty, mighty Teamsters!”.
Willie Johnson, who is a working leader
in Material Logistics, reflected on how
strong our unity really was. He said,
“One thing you saw was the brotherhood standing together. Your religious
background or your color didn’t matter,
we are Teamsters that’s what mattered”.
He also said “We held that line together,
we had one mission and we were one
union, we had solidarity”. Brian Murphy
told me that he just made his 90-days
probationary period when the strike
began. He reflected on helping serve
food on the line and being out there
with his cousin at the main gate. He told
me about how some of the members
organized a motorcycle ride during their
time on the picket line, and also about
medical workers from Stamford showing
up on the picket line and showing their
support by chanting and singing to get
everyone going.
The strike was also met with a lot
of support from the community, as
well as from other unions and politicians. Restaurants would drop off
food and coffee for our members out
on the picket line, and people driving
by would honk their horns in support.
Other Teamsters locals would hold the
line with us, as would members from
other unions. We received bipartisan
support for our strike from politicians
who would show up to support our
members. People like former Congress-

man Chris Shays, Congresswoman Rosa
DeLauro, then-Attorney General Richard
Blumenthal, former Senator Chris Dodd
and then-Comptroller Nancy Wyman.
Teamsters General President James P.
Hoffa came to Stratford on March 9th to
show his support and the support of the
International to our members. President
Hoffa also had a large rally to support us
on that day.
After being out for 6 weeks, on April
2nd we voted at union hall by 1,488
to 1,416 to accept the contract and go
back to work. Our strike didn’t end with
a giant win immediately; we still had to
make a concession on healthcare. But
what we were able to do is make United Technologies change their last, best,
and final offer which had never been
done before in the company’s history.
The real win of the strike didn’t reveal
itself until the contracts that came after.
The contracts following the strike were

the richest we have ever seen, and as
someone who had been hired in 2007, I
can confidently say that is absolutely the
truth. This is really about knowing our
history and knowing the struggle of our
brothers and sisters that came before us.
One thing that the strike of 2006 proves
is that we are at our very strongest when
we have unity and solidarity. This is just
a reminder that our contract is a living
document of the struggle of those who
came before us, and how they poured
blood, sweat and tears into ensuring it is
the most equitable contract that we can
get.
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Self-Care
continued from page 5
• Do you have healthy ways to
process your emotions?
• Do you incorporate activities
into your life that help you feel
recharged?
Self-care isn’t a one-size-fits-all
strategy. Your self-care plan will
need to be customized to your
needs.
A self-care plan for a busy college student who feels mentally
stimulated all the time and has a

Self-care is vital for
building resilience toward those stressors
in life that you can’t
eliminate.
bustling social life might need to
emphasize physical self-care.
On the other hand, a retired
person may need to incorporate
more social self-care into their
schedule to make sure that their
social needs are being met.
Assess which areas of your life
need some more attention and
self-care. And reassess your life
often. As your situation changes,
your self-care needs are likely to
shift too.
When you discover that you’re
neglecting a certain aspect of your
life, create a plan for change.
You don’t have to tackle everything all at once. Identify one small
step you can take to begin caring
for yourself better.
Then, schedule time to focus on
your needs. Even when you feel
like you don’t have time to squeeze
in one more thing, make self-care
a priority. When you’re caring for
all aspects of yourself, you’ll find
that you are able to operate more
effectively and efficiently.
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NLRB Changes
continued from page 1
with the NLRB, it is with their local Region.
They may call with a question, file an unfair
labor practice charge, give an affidavit, be a
witness, vote in an election for a union, or
maybe even watch an NLRB trial—all involving the local Region.
They may also know that there is a Board
somewhere in Washington, D.C., deciding
cases. What they usually don’t know is that
between the Regions and the Board is a
very powerful person—the General Counsel.
ROLE OF THE CHIEF PROSECUTOR
The NLRB has two sections: the adjudicatory branch that decides cases and the
prosecutorial wing.
In the adjudicatory branch, the Board
(usually five members in D.C.) is the highest
interpreter of the law within the agency.
Under its authority are the Administrative
Law Judges (ALJs)—the trial judges.
The Regions are part of the prosecutorial
wing. They investigate unfair labor practices, issue complaints, and prosecute them.
Presiding over the Regions is the General
Counsel, also located in D.C. He or she is
the gatekeeper with the power to decide
which cases to prosecute and which to
dismiss.
During most of the agency’s history,
decision-making about run-of-the-mill NLRB
cases was delegated to the Regional Directors. The GC’s office became involved in
cases involving new issues or issues requiring higher levels of agency scrutiny.
Robb saw the job differently. For him, the
GC position was an avenue to reshape federal labor law in a pro-business direction.
ROBB’S POWER GRAB
Before becoming the GC, Robb had spent
his legal career as an aggressive anti-union
management lawyer. Among his accomplishments were aiding in the defeat of the
Air Traffic Controllers (PATCO) strike under
President Reagan. His success in crushing
that strike raised the threat of permanent
replacement for all striking workers, a
threat still felt to this day.
Robb was appointed to the position of GC
by Donald Trump in 2017. From the onset
of his appointment, he set out to undermine (some might say destroy) the agency
he was appointed to help lead.

Robb showed his true colors early in
his tenure. He attempted to restructure
the agency by diminishing the role of the
Regional Directors and centralizing decision-making power in his office.
He sought to create a new position,
directly under him, that would decide
which cases would be tried, rather than the
Regional Directors deciding. He even sought
to downgrade the civil service status of the
Regional Directors, hoping many would
retire and rid the agency of its most knowledgeable employees.
His efforts managed to mobilize the
relatively staid professionals occupying the
higher ranks of the Regional offices. Robb
backed off when his proposals were confronted with massive blowback from within
and outside the agency.
Although his plan had collapsed, he was
undeterred. To the horror of many onlookers, he produced a list of changes to Board
law he hoped to accomplish as GC—all
anti-worker and anti-union.
GOT MCDONALD’S OFF THE HOOK
In an early and infamous Robb intervention, he attempted to settle a case that was
being tried before an ALJ, involving McDonald’s, to the detriment of the workers and
union involved.
The issue concerned corporate liability
for the unfair labor practices committed
by one of its franchise restaurants. Most
franchisers set the terms and conditions for
their franchisees.
A longtime goal of those fighting for
worker rights is to hold corporations legally
responsible for the bad acts of their franchisees—since the corporation holds the
money and the power. Until the McDonald’s
case, however, the NLRB had not sought to
find such liability.
In the McDonald’s case, the prior GC
(before Robb) and the Region that investigated the case believed they had enough
evidence to prove that McDonald’s was a
“joint employer”; they issued an unprecedented complaint against both franchiser
and franchisee. Employers were furious.
When Robb took over the GC position, he
attempted to settle the case on behalf of
the agency, averting a ruling finding McDonald’s corporation liable.
The ALJ had the power to stop the settlement, and she did. But contrary to regular
agency practice, Robb then had NLRB attorneys contact the individual fired workers in
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the case and convince them to take the
settlement, doing an end run around
the judge.
It was reported that many of the
workers settled—for money and no
job—because they felt they had no
choice.
AN ANTI-UNION APPROACH
In his campaign to change Board
law, Robb instructed Regions to issue
complaints contrary to existing law, and
used those cases to argue to the Board
that the law should be changed.
He argued that Scabby the Rat should
be unprotected. He argued that group
legal claims, such as challenges to
wage theft, should not be considered
protected concerted action. He argued
against employee use of company email
for protected purposes. He argued for
greater scrutiny of unions. He changed
the standards for determining when
unions had violated the duty of fair
representation.
More and more cases were sent to
the Division of Advice, a section within
the GC’s office, delaying action and diminishing the authority of the Regional
Directors.
All cases involving issues related to
the Covid pandemic were sent to the
GC’s office; few complaints were issued
involving employer action in Covid-related issues.
HOLLOWING OUT THE NLRB
Robb also oversaw the slow hollowing-out of the agency.
Across the country, jobs have been
left vacant while the agency failed to
spend its budget in 2018 and 2019,
prompting an investigation by the NLRB’s Inspector General. Underspending,
like overspending, violates the laws that
establish Congress’s spending authority.
As the Regions lost people, the workload increased significantly for those
still working at the agency.
There is a backlog of trials waiting
to be scheduled. Those that are being
scheduled are taking longer and longer
to get before an ALJ.
Robb pushed for tighter time restrictions on investigating cases, making it
harder for NLRB attorneys and investigators to develop evidence—and then
see “Board Changes” on page 11

Jim
Hightower
America’s #1 Populist
Kroger grocery workers are no
longer getting a $2 “heroes bonus”
despite company profits soaring by
$1.2 billion since last year.

How Do You Spell “BOSS”

W

hat is it about billionaires
and multimillionaires that
make them both self-entitled
and clueless about the impacts of their
greed?
Even when they occasionally make a
stab at doing something right, they tend
to get it all wrong. For example, while
major corporations rushed out PR campaigns at the start of today’s devastating
pandemic, loudly proclaiming all-in-thistogether solidarity with their workers –
shhhhh – most have quietly and quickly
resumed their pre-pandemic policy of
widely separating their rich fortunes
from the well-being of their workforce.
Take supermarket giant, Kroger. Last
March, as the pandemic spread across
America, Kroger honchos publicly hailed
grocery workers for staying on the job,
despite the health hazard. They ran
national TV ads announcing a $2 pay
hike for employees, calling it a “heroes
bonus.” Nice!
But only six weeks later – shhhhh – the
honchos killed the bonus pay, even as
the virus spread. Not nice.
Well, you might think, the economy

was collapsing, so maybe the bosses
had to skrimp. Hardly. Grocery sales and
profits have boomed in the pandemic,
and – as the investigative newsletter Popular Information now reports – Kroger’s
profits have zoomed up by $1.2 billion
since the disease surged last year.
Where did that bonanza go? To fat-cat
executives and shareholders. Last September, Kroger spent a billion dollars on
a stock buyback program – a corporate
manipulation scheme that artificially
jacks-up stock prices, thus enriching the
already-rich handful of investors and
executives who own most of the stock.
How rich are they? One example: Kroger
CEO Rodney McMullen’s latest annual
paycheck was $21,129,648.
One man, one year. And, unlike the
typical Kroger workers who draw only
$27,000 a year, McMullen is not on the
frontline putting his life at risk.
And yet, those on top of America’s
financial heap wonder why working
families spell “boss” backwards – Double-SOB.
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Amazon Drive
continued from page 4
fared exceptionally well during this time.
His 11.1% ownership stake in Amazon
has made him the wealthiest person in
the world, increasing his net worth by
over 50% to $181.6 billion. This success
was obtained on the backs Amazon’s 1.4
million employees worldwide.
Wall Street analysts weren’t the only
people who took notice of Bezos’ good
fortune over the past year. Amazon
employees around the globe are starting
to band together and demand better
working conditions. As the pandemic set
in, Amazon employees complained about
the lack of adequate safety precautions
which often amounted to being too little,
too late. Some of those who complained
were later fired, all of whom believe they
were punished for speaking out. Coupled
with extremely aggressive productivity
goals, Amazon may have finally pushed
workers to their breaking point. This
appears to be the case in one of the most
unlikely places, the Right-to-Work, conservative leaning state of Alabama, where
5,800 employees are scheduled to vote
on adopting a union at the end of March.
Amazon is responding to the union
organizing drive in Bessemer in typical
corporate fashion, attempting to use all of
its resources and technological expertise
to sway the minds of workers and scare
them away from voting to form a union.
Their efforts to deter union organizing
have been exhaustive and creative at
the same time. Traditional methods for
opposing the union were the first to
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confront employees in Bessemer, ranging
from anti-union literature, signs, as well
as forced anti-union meetings on company time, also known as captive-audience
sessions. If that weren’t enough, Amazon
selected certain employees to spend
part of their workday responding to
comments on social media sites relating
to the organizing drive. Amazon alleges
they do not train these employees what
to say, however not a single employee
selected for the program works at the
Bessemer site and all of the comments by
these so-called “FC Ambassadors” employ
standard anti-union messaging. In some
locations, Amazon has gone as far as to
hire intelligence operatives contracted by
the Pinkerton Agency to spy on employees.
Amazon rounded out their digital
efforts to dissuade the union by allegedly
using targeted advertisements to reach
their employees on social media and refer
them to their anti-union propaganda
website DoItWithoutDues.com. Additionally, Amazon unsuccessfully petitioned
to require that the union vote be held in
person rather than by mail, which was
denied by the National Labor Relations
Board. When that effort failed, Amazon placed mailboxes in a tent on their
property, which many argue was designed
to give the appearance that they were
involved in administering the election,
which can be used to dissuade workers
from voting. Amazon has offered bonuses
to unhappy workers who will separate
from the company, which is commonly
believed to be a tactic used to filter out
employees who likely would vote in favor
of the union. They are also known for
threatening to close a facility if it adopts

a union, which is often enough to flip
enough workers to their side to edge out
a victory.
The world will be watching the outcome of this historic organizing drive
when the votes are tallied on March 30th.
For many, this ballot extends beyond
Alabama and represents the entire labor
movement. Experts believe a victory
against the corporate giant in Alabama
may cause the dominoes to fall in other
places, finally giving back some leverage
to the workers. Already, over 1,000 workers have reached out to the union organizing the Bessemer plant notifying them
of their interest to unionize other Amazon
sites. This is in addition to another 500
employees who have reached out to
Teamsters organizers in Iowa seeking help
turning their interest in forming a union
into actions.
There is no denying that the path for
advancing the labor movement in the
United States now traverses straight
through Bessemer. Notching a victory in
any city or town in America will require
the solidarity and support of workers
across the entire nation. One way of providing such support is by demanding Amazon comply with community standards
in the towns where they try to expand
their operations. Such pressure is being
applied effectively in New England, under
the leadership of Sean O’Brien. Sean is
the Principal Officer and Secretary-Treasurer of Teamsters Local 25, as well as
Joint Council 10, and Vice President of the
International Brotherhood of Teamsters
for the Eastern Region. O’Brien recently
touched on the importance of taking on
this fight.
“We can no longer sit back and watch
Amazon devour the whole world economy” said O’Brien, “we must work handin-hand with other unions, community
groups and labor-friendly politicians to
take Amazon head-on. We have been
going city-by-city in Boston and the
surrounding suburbs working with city
councils to enact community standards
resolutions. Our organizers and futures
committee members are out talking with
workers, letting them know that they can
stand up and improve their work lives.
Winning the fight against Amazon will
not be easy or simple, but the Teamsters
should be leading the charge.”
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Card Check is a the Center of the
PRO Act and Essential to Labor

C

ard check, which makes forming a
union faster and easier for workers, is the centerpiece of the PRO
Act. It’s an essential tool for the labor
movement.

card check
noun
1. The ability for workers to form an
official, legally recognized union by
simply telling everyone they’re a union
(and signing cards that say as much)
“The [PRO Act] removes barriers for
workers to form unions, protects strikers, helps lock in first union contracts,
and a lot more.” —Sara Nelson, International President, Association Of Flight
Attendants-Communication Workers Of
America.
Is this a new idea? Nope! Card check,
also called “majority sign-up” (because
it requires a simple majority of the
workers involved to agree to move
forward), has been a thing since the
passage of the National Labor Relations
Act in 1935. But as it currently stands in
the United States, employers have the
option to either recognize the newly
formed union or force an additional
step: a formal election. Those elections
are put on by the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB); both sides present
a case, and then the workers vote. (Fun
fact: In These Times editorial and development staff unionized via card check in
2014.)
Forcing employers to recognize unions

formed by card check without an election has long been a priority for labor.
It was a centerpiece of the Employee
Free Choice Act (EFCA), which passed
the House in 2007 but stalled during the
Obama administration.
Card check sounds way easier than
what I had to do to win my union.
Yep! The current unionization process
allows employers ample time for some
pretty aggressive tactics. Roughly three
out of four large employers hire anti-union consultants; more than 40% are
charged with violating federal labor law
in response to union campaigns. The
associated stress and risk are a major
reason why just 6% of private-sector
workers belong to a union.
What are the prospects for card check
under the Biden administration?
Now that Democrats control the
Senate, they’re actually pretty good. Joe
Biden was a sponsor of the original EFCA
and supports its successor, the PRO Act,
which passed the House in 2020. Biden’s
labor platform also includes some
“that’d be cool if it really happens”
points, such as “[holding] company
executives personally liable when they
interfere with organizing efforts.”
Will this save the labor movement?
Not by itself! Polling shows 48% of
non-unionized Americans would join a
union if they had the option. Card check
could give us the opportunity to find out
if that’s true, just for starters.

Board Changes
continued from page 9
dismissing cases for lack of it.
NOT A MOMENT TOO SOON
Robb could not be fired too soon.
Had he not been discharged; his term
would have lasted until November
2021—but the effect of his reign
would last much longer.
It takes months, sometimes years,
for a case to reach the Board. The sequence of events is as follows: charge
filed, investigation, complaint issued,
trial, ALJ decision, appeal to the Board.
During the Trump years, Robb and
the Trump appointees to the Board
eroded worker rights under the Act in
stunning ways. For example, in an outrageous decision last year, the Board
determined that stewards no longer
have special status when processing
grievances, overturning decades of
Board law.
Stewards can now be disciplined for
alleged inappropriate language or behavior at grievance meetings. Prior to
this ruling, stewards were considered
to be on the same level as management when sitting a grievance.
To change the law back, a pro-worker Board majority will need to do so in
a case involving that issue. Had Robb
remained in office until the end of this
year, no such complaint would be authorized, so the case could not get to
the Board. Thus, it would be years before that issue could be reconsidered,
at best. Cases that start now could
reach the Board around the end of this
year—around when, best-case-scenario, the Democrats could achieve a
Board majority again.
Who will replace Robb? We don’t
know yet. But there will be an acting
GC right away, which will move things
forward while the next permanent one
is selected.
Firing Robb was an essential step in
reclaiming the NLRB as an agency that
protects the rights of working people.
But it is only a first step.
This article first appeared on Jan 22, 2021
at labornotes.org and appears here with
their permission.
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UPCOMING MEETINGS
CONNECTICUT MEMBERS
1:00PM & 4:00PM

April 21, 2021
May 19, 2021
June 16, 2021
July 21, 2021
ALABAMA MEMBERS
2:15PM & 3:45PM (Via Zoom)

April 26, 2021
May 24, 2021
June 21, 2021
July 26, 2021
FLORIDA MEMBERS
1:00PM & 4:00PM (Via Zoom)

April 21, 2021
May 19, 2021
June 16, 2021
July 21, 2021
All meeting times and dates are
subject to change. Please check our
website for up to date schedules.
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ARE YOU MOVING?
If so, contact us right away and give us your new
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